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A deep learning-based method for vehicle
license plate recognition in natural scene
jianzong wang,1 xinhui liu,2 aozhi liu2 and jing xiao3
Vehicle license plate recognition in natural scene is an important research topic in computer vision. The license plate recognition
approach in the specific scene has become a relatively mature technology . However, license plate recognition in the natural scene
is still a challenge since the image parameters are highly affected by the complicated environment. For the purpose of improving
the performance of license plate recognition in natural scene, we proposed a solution to recognize real-world Chinese license plate
photographs using the DCNN-RNN model. With the implementation of DCNN, the license plate is located and the features of
the license plate are extracted after the correction process. Finally, an RNN model is performed to decode the deep features to
characters without character segmentation. Our state-of-the-art system results in the accuracy and recall of 92.32 and 91.89
on the car accident scene dataset collected in the natural scene, and 92.88 and 92.09 on Caltech Cars 1999 dataset.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of deep learning, image data become
more and more accessible to researchers and engineers.
Many companies of different industrial areas such as finance
technology company or automobile manufacture may accumulate a large amount of license plate images. These license
plate images are probably obtained in different scenes,
which has different influences on the image recognition
task. For this reason, automatic identification of license
plate is a significant research topic since the environments
to identify a license plate may be unknown. Our research
to recognize vehicle license plate (VLP) in natural scene
is to identify the characters on images regardless of the
environment where the image is obtained.
Traditional license plate recognition systems are mostly
based on a known environment. For example, a set of images
may be derived from the automobile on the highway. While
an image is obtained from a car in the parking lot, the traditional system may have relatively poor performance on
the image recognition task. Concretely, fixed cameras, fixed
shooting angles, similar illumination, and even the same
moving directions should be known with the traditional
systems.
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In reality, license plate images taken in natural scenes
have different shooting angles and illumination parameters.
As a result, recognition license plate in natural scene has
two main challenges. On one hand, auto-detect license plate
from giving images is necessary; on the other, it is hard to
segment characters accurately.
In the license plate detection module, we first use
SSD model [1] to detect license plate. Then we perform
image processing techniques to correct license plate blocks
detected in the previous step. Since character segmentation
is a challenge, we propose a framework for the recognition
process that could avoid license plate character segmentation.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
three aspects. (A) We deploy a complete system to recognize
VLP in natural scene; (B) an automatic encoder–decoder
model (DCNN-RNN) is presented to recognize VLP; (C)
we apply a gate mechanism to the encoder.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow: in Section
II, we describe the present model in detail. We summarize
the experimental setup and report experimental results in
Section III, and related work and conclusions are in Sections
IV and V, respectively.

II.

RELATED WORK

A) License plate detection
License plate detection inputs a real-life image and outputs potential license plate bounding boxes. Although there
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are lots of existing algorithms to detect license plate under
certain natural environment, it is still a challenging problem to detect the license plate well under arbitrary natural
environment. There are four types of algorithms for this
problem [2, 3]: edge-based, color-based, texture-based, and
character-based.
Edge-based approaches try to find large edge-density
regions as the license plates. In [4], an improved Prewitt
arithmetic operator is a method used to locate license plate
position. Rasheed et al. [5] applied canny operator to detect
regions and used Hough transform to find the best vertical
and horizontal boundaries of the license plate. Edge-based
approaches benefit with fast speed, while they are sensitive
to useless background edges. Color-based algorithms are
based on the fact that the color of VLPs is different from
others in most cases. HSI color model in [6] is used to detect
the candidate VLP region. Then the algorithm uses rectangularity, aspect ratio, and edge density to distinguish license
plates. The disadvantage of the color-based method is that
they can not drop out other objects with almost the same
color.
Texture-based models try to detect by unconventional
pixel density distribution in plate regions. In [7], sliding
concentric window algorithm is applied to identify license
plate by its local irregularity property.
Character-based algorithms detect license plate via
examining the presence of characters in the image. Lin
[8] published an algorithm using image saliency to locate
license plate. These approaches segment out characters with
a high recall to the image saliency map. After that, it applies
a rolling window on the selected characters to compute
some detailed properties in image saliency and finally detect
the license plate. Recent work in license plate recognition
applies deep neural network to the recognition task [9]. This
approach implemented the character segmentation method,
which is different to the pipeline of our solution.

B) Optional character recognition
Character sequence recognition is directly related to
VLP recognition. There are two methods which are well
established by other researchers, the input segmentation
(INSEG) method and the output segmentation (OUTSEG)
method. The INSEG algorithm aims at determining the
possible segmentation points of the characters in a certain
sequence. Only when points containing a possible character are chosen to go through the recognizer, it generates a
sequence that contains all the most likely characters, which
are selected by another algorithm like Viterbi [10]. Some
approaches to determine the points for a possible character are connected component analysis [10]. In the OUTSEG
approach, unlike the INSEG, many characters are generated
by sweeping a rolling window over the entire image with
small steps. At each step, the contents of the windows will
be treated as a tentative character. Then, all the tentative
characters come through the recognition machine. The final
sequence is selected if the corresponding actual characters

overlap significantly over the image [11]. INSEG and OUTSEG methods have problems: the recognizer is not able to
gather enough useful information, when the partition of the
image is inputted into the recognition machine.

III. APPROACH

A) System description
Our VLP recognize framework is shown in Fig. 1. It contains
three steps: (1) VLP detection, (2) license plate adjustment,
and (3) license plate recognition. We first apply SSD model
or VLP detection [12]. Then, an image processing algorithm
is applied for license plate adjustment. For license plate
recognition, we propose DCNN-RNN neural network to
improve the accuracy of vehicle character recognition.

1) Vehicle license plate detection
VLP detection is to detect the rectangle of the license plate
in the image obtained in natural scene. We apply SSD model
to detect the structure which is based on VGG16 [12] network.
We normalize the scale of the image in the input layer.
In the training phase, according to the default box and
the ground truth overlap rate, we find the corresponding
positive sample. We also enlarge the training dataset by
cropping, mirroring, and adding noise. The VGG-16 convolution layer is adopted to sample the multi-scale feature on
the image. According to the granularity of the feature map
extracted from different layers, we select the target bounding box with various scales. The prediction results for each
target bounding box contain both the category and the confidence, and then the final prediction result is selected on the
basis of the maximum inhibition criterion.
The superiority of this license plate detection model is
that it could avoid multiple extraction of the characters of
the overlapping images in the candidate frame, like FasterRCNN [13]. This model just extracts feature once, so it
achieves efficient license plate detection. The training set
has 9597 images, containing five color classes: blue plate,
yellow plate, white plate, black plate, and green plate.

2) Vehicle license plate adjustment
The aim of VLP adjusting is to correct the incline license
plate. We adopt traditional image processing algorithms to
rectify the license plate. The pipeline of the algorithm is
shown in Fig. 3(a). First, we take a series of operations to
find the circumscribed rectangle of the license plate. Then,
the rectangle must be corrected if the angle of the license
plate is too large. After that, all the license plates are adjusted
to the front visual angle. Finally, we normalize the size of
the license plate, which is acted as the input of the following
recognition part. Figure 2 shows our correct results.

3) Vehicle license plate recognition
VLP recognition is the most vital building block of our system. We choose the deep learning models to recognize the
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Fig. 1. The framework of the proposed vehicle license plate (VLP) detection and recognition system which contains three essential parts: detection, adjusting,
recognition.

Fig. 2. The correct results after license plate adjusting.

H = H1 , . . . HT :
H1 = DCNN(X),

(1)

where T is the sequence length, and we set it 16 in our
system.
H2 = MLP(X),

(2)

where MLP is a multilayer perceptron layer.
H = g  H1 + (1 − g)  H2 ,
Fig. 3. The process of vehicle license plate adjusting adopts several image
processing algorithms.

characters on the license plate, which consists of a deep convolution network for feature extracting and a stacked RNN
for character recognition as shown in Fig. 4. First, DCNN
layer is selected for extracting the features from the image
that have been sliced. Then, the obtained feature sequence
is input into the RNN Layers for recognizing characters in
the row from left to right in order, in which multiple features identify one character. Finally, we process the result
by the Translation Layer and define the recognition result in
accordance with the char dictionary of the license plate. The
specific theory will be described in detail in the next section.

B) DCNN-RNN
It is natural to use convolutional operation to scan the
images which contain a row of characters and use the recurrent neural network to predict the characters. Following,
we build a network that includes deep convolutional neural networks and recurrent neural networks, and we name
it DCNN-RNN.

1) Encoder
Giving an image X ∈ Rw×h with a standard size, the network automatically extracts a sequence of feature vectors

(3)

where g is a gating mechanism, which transports the
raw information from input X to feature vectors H. g =
σ (WT X + b), WT is the square matrices.
By adding a gating mechanism to the neural network, it
is possible to selectively preserve and output information
through the gate, which solves the problem of information
disappearing in the process of transmission. The convolution neural network with gating mechanism through the
global shared weight connection enhanced the relationship
between the front and back, so that we can extract more
abstract features in larger context within the context.

2) Decoder
In the decoder layer, we use a recurrent neural network
to predict vehicle characters. Long short-term memory
(LSTM) [14] is used as basic cell:
St = LSTM(Ht−1 , St−1 )

(4)

and the probability distribution over the label space is estimated by:

yt = softmax(WSt ),

(5)

where W ∈ Ro×c , o is LSTM cell size and c is the number of
vehicle characters.
We choose the argmax of the k-th output being the k-th
character of the VLP and the CTC [15] loss is calculated as
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Table 1. Statistics of our dataset PingAnCarPL(a). Image
is the number of VLP images, Class means the class of
license plate.
PingAnCarPL(a)

Image

Class

Train
Test

81 000
19 000

5
5

IV. EXPERIMENTS

To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed model, we
conduct experiments on two datasets: Caltech Cars 1999
which is a standard dataset and PingAnCarPL which is
collected by our own. The more details about dataset and
training settings can be found in next parts.

A) Datasets
A sufficient training dataset is essential to the success of
deep neural networks. To train our model, we collected a
large VLP dataset which primarily contains Chinese and
USA license plate. All stages of training apply to our own
dataset, while the test carries on both datasets.

(a)

• Caltech Cars 1999 is a standard dataset which consists 126
images of cars rear with 896 × 896 jpg format. The images
are taken in the Caltech parking lots, which contain a US
license plate with the cluttered background, such as trees,
grass, wall, etc.
• PingAnCarPL is a dataset collected by our own from
natural scenes. It contains 100 000 images of cars (with
700 × 700 jpg format) including 31 words of provinces in
China and two special kinds of VLP. The data are processed into two parts for the different stages, which are
used to train the license plate detection model and the
license plate character recognition model, respectively.

B) Training

(b)
Fig. 4. (a) Overall structure of our sequence labeling-based model for Chinese plate recognition chooses DCNN to encode input image and stack RNN to
decode deep features to characters. (b) The details of DCNN part.

the objection:
1 
CTC(DCNN-RNN(Xi ), yi ),
m i
m

loss =

(6)

where m is the number of samples and yi is the ground truth
vehicle character sequence.

For the license plate detection model, we implement the
network based on SSD using Caffe framework. For the
license plate recognition model, we perform DCNN-RNN
under Torch framework. The training of the two models is
independent of each other.
In training the license plate detection phases, we use
the original images in PingAnCarPL(a) dataset, shown in
Table 1, whose size is normalized to 512 × 512. We extract
seven candidate rectangular boxes in each convolution
layer, and the aspect ratio of these candidate boxes is {1,
2, 3, 4, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4}. There are five classes: blue plate (general plate), yellow plate (coach car plate), white plate (police
car plate), black plate (car plate with foreign elements),
green plate (clean energy license plate). The color information of license plate will help to adjust the plate blocks that
are detected by license plate detection model. In training the
license plate recognition phases, we use the plate blocks that
have been corrected by image processing before, shown in
Table 2, whose size is normalized to 136 * 36. Batch size is
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Table 2. Statistics of our dataset PingAnCarPL(b).
Image is the number of VLP blocks corrected before.
Kind means the class of VLP which froms 31 Chinese
provinces and two special kinds. Chars is the kind of
characters in the license plate.
PingAnCarPL(b)

Image

Kind

Chars

Train
Validation
Test

40000
10000
10000

33
33
33

67
67
67

C) Results
The result of the license plate detection model is shown in
Table 3. The average mAP rate achieves 97.24. The mAP
of the green plate is lower to other classes, because of a lot
less training data. In the field of object detection, mAP represents mean average precision. Mean average precision for
a set of queries is the mean of the average precision scores

Table 4. Comparison of plate detection results by
different methods on Caltech Cars dataset.
Table 3. Our license plate detection model result
on PingAnCarPL(a).
Classes
Blue plate
Yellow plate
White plate
Black plate
Green plate
Average

mAP ()
99.35
99.10
98.87
99.84
89.57
97.24

Method
Le& Li [17]
Bai & Liu [3]
Lim & Tay [18]
Zhou [19]
Shi [20]
Ours

Precision ()

Recall ()

71.40
74.10
77.73
82.50
88.02
92.88

61.60
68.70
75.47
79.80
87.87
92.09

Table 5. Comparison of plate detection results by
different methods on PingAnCarPL evaluate dataset.

tuned over 128, 256. We tune on two optimization schemes:
stochastic gradient descent and Adam [16] with start learning rate lr over {0.1, 0.05}. We employ a decreasing learning
rate lr = lr/(10 × epoch) for all layers. Our experiments are
carried out on NVIDIA M60 GPU.

Method
Jaderberg et al. [21]
Shi [20]
Ours

Fig. 5. Samples from the PingAnCarPL.

Precision ()

Recall ()

88.2
89.80
92.32

84.81
87.00
91.89

5

6
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Fig. 6. Our license plate recognition model’s precision in different class of PingAnCarPL(b).

for each query. The results of our license plate recognition
model(DCNN-RNN) are visualized in Fig. 5.
For the whole model, we compare with other license
plate recognition algorithms on two datasets. The results
on Caltech Cars 1999 and the results on PingAnCarPL are
shown in Tables 4 and 5. There is an incredible improvement of performance with our model on Caltech Cars 1999
and PingAnCarPL dataset. As shown in Tables 4 and 5, our
method outperforms the two state-of-the-art models by a
large margin.
V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a unified framework is presented for VLP
recognition. The DCNN-RNN model is used to encode
input images and stacked RNN model is applied to decode
deep features to characters. Our method uses DCNN to
locate the license plate, after correction using DCNN with
gating mechanism it extracts the characteristics of the
license plate, which could extract more abstract features in
larger context within the context. Finally, leverage RNN to
decode the deep features to characters, without character
segmentation. Experimental results on PingAnCarPL and
Caltech Cars 1999 dataset demonstrate that our proposed
framework achieves state-of-the-art result compared to the
traditional machine learning methods and former CNN
models as shown in Fig. 6.
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